
 

Suspicious Graffiti 
 

The above photo is the reference photo for the photo below:  

On street near formerly Sacrifice Bar now & in SF, CA. Compare yellow and white writing to 
compare with small "r" in photo below and large “E” which was at 390 Colma BART bus stop:  
 

 
 
 The above photo is the reference photo for the photo below: 
 

 
 
 On street near formerly Sacrifice Bar now & in SF, CA. Compare yellow and white writing to 
compare with small "r" in photo below and large “E” which was at 390 Colma BART bus stop: 
 



 



IS BILL JOY WORM AUTHOR, NIMDA, ETC. release the same days as Postmarked 
ANTHRAX LETTERS? PLEASE Compare (unique letter styles for S, o, G?) writing samples 
from ANTRAX letters with surveyor marks and Bill Joy's suspected handwriting on his face 
in a photo! Anthrax-laden letters were postmarked ... same dates of Nimda worm (on Sept. 
18 and Oct. 9, 2000)?  
Compare S in next two photos with S in Anthrax letters in links that directly follow. near 

“SPRINT” near Menlo Park Caltain station:  
 

 
"S" in “SUN” and “SAGAN” (top of “S” is often smaller than the bottom) and all the "A" may tend to slant to 
the left Bill Joy's handwriting may match anthrax letters. see links below, and he may also be the pennisula 
arsonist. Compare L's ("Plague"), 2's ("2yr") A's may tend to stand on one leg ("SPARC") spacing and slant, 
and and how he may tend to drag down, o's may tend to be much smaller than other letters:  

 



See “S” in “USA” Pacifica Water District below and compare “E” with “E” in “No More Prisons”, and also 
notice the small “o” in “ PRoP” below:  



 



 
Below is beheaded female and "*uck" likely in same type of surveyor chalk done by surveyors working the 
area at the time at Pacifica pedestrian overpass at Eureka Square:  

 



Same type of chalk done by workers in the area:  



 



Did the graffiti writer get out of a car and left red surveyor marks near where a bomb was found at Baptist 
Church next to apartment building next to overpass in photo below:  



 


